Alumni Helped Build "Fences"; Nominated for Best Picture

CMU alumni designed sets and costumes for the 1950s-era "Fences." Filmed in Pittsburgh and starring Denzel Washington and Viola Davis, the movie is nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture.
Fasten Your Seatbelt for the Future of Mass Transit

CMU's Hyperloop team shared its mass transit pod design and vision for ultra-high speed transportation at an event that drew more than 300 faculty, staff and students.

Library Renovation Supports "21st Century Students"

A renovation of CMU's Sorrells Engineering & Science Library has transformed the space to support student learning in new and innovative ways.
Classroom Creativity Leads to Rubik's Cube How-To Guide

Alumnus Chris Barker has created a computer application that provides you with a step-by-step guide to quickly solve the 3-D brain-teasing puzzle.

Ashley Grice is working to engage alumni volunteers and ensure everyone feels welcome on campus.

Calendar Highlights

TODAY
Faculty Panel on Academic Publishing in STEM

February 23-March 4
School of Drama Presents "Ragtime"

February 27
Mental Health First Aid Training
The Future of Civil Discourse by Alexander Heffner

February 28
* Email Me! Proficient, Polite and Persuasive Messages
Scott Institute Energy Seminar

March 1
Reading with Jim Daniels and Sharon Dilworth
Handling Difficult People and Situations
Film Screening: "Daughters of the Dust"

March 2
Annual Update from President Suresh
* Professional Development Workshop

Personal Mentions

(L-R) Deborah Lange, Andreas Pfenning, Yisong Guo and Jay Kadane.

Deborah Lange received the William Metcalf Award from the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.

Andreas Pfenning is part of an all-star Alzheimer's disease research team.

Yisong Guo has earned a Faculty Early Career Development Award from the National Science Foundation.

Jay Kadane gave a talk on "Fingerprint Science" at the 69th Annual Scientific Meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences.

News Briefs

- Synthetic Nanoparticles Achieve Complexity of Protein Molecules
- Now Enrolling: Cyert Center for Early Education—Penn Avenue
- CMU Team Offering Swimming Lessons
- Applications Now Available for ProSEED Grant
See something? Say something. Help ensure the safety and well-being of the CMU community by calling:

University Police: 412-268-2323

Ethics Hotline: 1-877-700-7050